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A NEW SIMPLE PROOF FOR
THE LUM-CHUA’S CONJECTURE
VICTORIANO CARMONA1, FERNANDO FERNA´NDEZ-SA´NCHEZ2,
AND DOUGLAS D. NOVAES3
ABSTRACT. In this paper, by using a novel integral characterization for Poincare´
half-maps in planar linear systems, we provide a new simple proof for the Lum-
Chua’s conjecture, which says that a continuous planar piecewise linear differential
system with two zones separated by a straight line has at most one limit cycle. In
addition, we prove that if this limit cycle exists, then it is hyperbolic and its stability
is easily characterized in terms of the parameters. To the best of our knowledge,
the hyperbolicity of the limit cycle has not been pointed out before.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of limit cycles in planar piecewise linear differential systems dates
back to Andronov et al. [1] in 1937. Since them, these systems have received a
lot of attention by the scientific community mainly because of their wide range
of application in applied science as idealization of nonlinear phenomenon. The
following continuous planar piecewise linear differential system with two zones
separated by a straight line is the simplest possible configuration for a piecewise
linear differential system,
(1) x˙ =


ALx + b, if x1 6 0,
ARx + b, if x1 > 0.
Here, x = (x1, x2)
T ∈ R2, AL,R = (a
L,R
ij )2×2, with a
L
12 = a
R
12 = a12 and a
L
22 = a
R
22 =
a22, and b = (b1, b2)
T ∈ R2. In 1991, after computer experimentations, Lum and
Chua [6] stated the following conjecture:
Lum-Chua’s Conjecture. ([6]) A continuous planar piecewise differential system with
two zones separated by a straight line has at most one limit cycle. The limit cycle, if it
exists, is either attracting or repelling.
This conjecture was proven in 1998 by Freire et al. [4]. Their proof is performed
on a large casuistic, which distinguishes every possible configurations depend-
ing on the spectra of the matrices AL and AR. In 2013, Llibre et al. [5] made use
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of Massera’s approach [7] for proving a particular case of this conjecture, namely
when the determinants satify DL > 0 and DR > 0.
Our main goal in this paper is to provide a new and simple proof for the Lum-
Chua’s conjecture. Our proof is based on the novel integral characterization for
Poincare´ half-maps for planar linear differential systems presented in [2], which
provides a unified way to deal with the problem, avoiding the large casuistic of the
former proof. In addition, we also prove that the limit cycle, if it exists, is hyperbolic
and, consequently, either attracting or repelling. To the best of our knowledge, the
hyperbolicity of the limit cycle has not been pointed out before.
Accordingly, the Lum-Chua’s Conjecture follows straightforwardly from the next
theorem, which is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1. The continuous planar piecewise differential system (1) has at most one limit
cycle, which is hyperbolic if it exists. Moreover, in this case, (a12b2 − a22b1)tr(AL) 6= 0
and the limit cycle is attracting (resp. repelling) provided that (a12b2 − a22b1)tr(AL) < 0
(resp. (a12b2 − a22b1)tr(AL) > 0), where tr stands for the trace of the matrix.
This paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2 we introduce the pre-
liminary results needed to prove Theorem 1. More specifically, in Section 2.1, we
introduce the Lie´nard Canonical Form for continuous piecewise linear differential
systems; and, in Section 2.2, we characterize the Poincare´ half-maps of piecewise
linear differential systems in terms of integral exressions. Section 3 is completely
devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.
2. CANONICAL FORM AND INVERSE INTEGRATING FACTOR
This section is devoted to introduce the preliminary results needed in the proof
of Theorem 1.
2.1. Lie´nard Canonical Form. One can readily see that the assumption a12 6= 0
is a necessary condition for the existence of periodic solutions of system (1). In
this case, from [3], the linear change of variables (x, y) = (x1, a22x1 − a12x2 − b1)
transforms system (1) into the following Lie´nard canonical form,
(2)


x˙ = TLx− y
y˙ = DLx− a
for x < 0,


x˙ = TRx− y
y˙ = DRx− a
for x > 0,
where TL,R = tr(AL,R), DL,R = det(AL,R), and a = a12b2 − a22b1. Notice that any
limit cycle of system (2) is anti-clockwise oriented and crosses the switching set
Σ = {x = 0} twice.
2.2. Integral expression for Poincare´ Half-Maps. Consider the following linear
differential system
(3)


x˙ = Tx− y,
y˙ = Dx− a,
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and take the sectionΣ = {x = 0}. Here, we are interested in characterizing Poincare´
half-maps of system (3) associated to Σ. Roughly speaking, given y0 > 0, let y
+
1 (y0) 6
0 be (when it is defined) the y-coordinate of the first return to Σ of the forward tra-
jectory of system (3) starting at (0, y0). Analogously, we define the map y
−
1 (y0) for
the backward trajectory. We call y+1 and y
−
1 by Forward Poincare´ Half-Map and Back-
ward Poincare´ Half-Map, respectively.
It is easy to see that if a = D = 0, the Poincare´ half-maps y±1 cannot be defined.
In [2], assuming that a2 + D2 6= 0 and by using a suitable conservative vector field
and orthogonal to the flow of linear system (3), it is proved that
(4) PV
{∫ y0
y±1 (y0)
−y
Dy2 − aTy+ a2
dy
}
= d±,
for specific values d± ∈ R. Here, PV{·} stands for the Cauchy Principal Value and,
for a 6= 0, Dy2 − aTy + a2 > 0 for every y ∈ [y±1 (y0), y0], whenever y
±
1 (y0) are
defined.
It is worthwhile to mention that the above integral diverges when a = 0. Thus, in
this case, the Cauchy principal value is necessary to overcome this difficulty. When
a 6= 0, the above integral does not diverge and, consequently, the Cauchy principal
value just takes the value of the integral.
By computing the derivative of (4) with respect to y0, one can see that the graph
of each Poincare´ half-map y±1 (y0) is an orbit the following cubic vector field
(5) X(y0, y1) = −
(
y1
(
Dy20 − aTy0 + a
2
)
, y0
(
Dy21 − aTy1 + a
2
))
,
with the same orientation as y0 > 0 increases.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Consider system (1). As discussed in Section 2.1, assuming a12 6= 0, which is
a necessary condition for the existence of periodic solutions, system (1) is trans-
formed into system (2) through a linear change of variables. In this case, we are
denoting TL,R = tr(AL,R), DL,R = det(AL,R), and a = a12b2 − a22b1.
It is a simple consequence of the Green’s Theorem that no periodic orbit exists
when TLTR > 0 (see [4]). It is also easy to see that no limit cycle can exist when
either the system is homogeneous, i.e. a = 0, or TLTR = 0. Thus, for the sake of our
interest, it is sufficient to assume that a 6= 0 and TLTR < 0. Let yL(y0) (resp. yR(y0))
be the forward (resp. backward) Poincare´ half-map associated with the planar sys-
tem (2) for x < 0 (resp. x > 0) and let IL ⊂ R>0 (resp. IR ⊂ R>0) be its interval of
definition. Obviously, no periodic solution can exist when IL ∩ IR = ∅. Thus, for
y0 ∈ I ..= IL ∩ IR, define the displacement function δ(y0) = yR(y0)− yL(y0). Clearly,
δ(y∗0) = 0 if, and only if, there exists a periodic orbit passing through (0, y
∗
0) and
(0, y∗1), y
∗
1 = yR(y
∗
0) = yL(y
∗
0). Furthermore, it is a hyperbolic limit cycle if, and only
if, δ′(y∗0) 6= 0. In this case, the limit cycle is attracting (resp. repelling) provided that
δ′(y∗0) < 0 (resp. δ
′(y∗0) > 0). Accordingly, assuming δ(y
∗
0) = 0, the direction of the
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flow of system (2) along Σ implies that y∗0 > 0 and y
∗
1 < 0. From (4),
dyL,R
dy0
(y∗0) =
y∗0WL,R(y
∗
1)
y∗1WL,R(y
∗
0)
,
being
(6) WL(y) = DLy
2 − aTLy+ a
2 and WR(y) = DRy
2 − aTRy+ a
2.
Therefore, δ′(y∗0) = C(y
∗
0, y
∗
1)F(y
∗
0 , y
∗
1), where the functions C and F are real func-
tions defined by
C(y0, y1) =
−y0(y0 − y1)
y1WR(y0)WL(y0)
and
(7) F(y0, y1) =
WL(y1)WR(y0)−WL(y0)WR(y1)
y0 − y1
.
SinceWR(y
∗
0) > 0 andWL(y
∗
0) > 0, one has that the sign of δ
′(y∗0) is determined by
the sign of F. Substituting (6) into F(y0, y1), we get
F(y0, y1) = a
3(TL − TR) + a(DLTR − DRTL)y0y1 + a
2(DR − DL)(y0 + y1).
Notice that the curve γ = F−1(0) describes a hyperbola, possibly degenerate. De-
note
Q = {(y0, y1) ∈ R
2 : y0 > 0 and y1 6 0}.
One can easily see that the curve γ splits the set Q \ γ into two disjoint connected
set, Q \ γ = R+ ∪ R−, where
R± = {(y0, y1) ∈ Q : sign(F(y0, y1)) = ±sign(aTL)}.
Notice that F(0, 0) = a3(TL − TR). Since TLTR < 0, we get (0, 0) ∈ R+.
Now, consider the graphics γL,R = {(y0, yL,R(y0)) : y0 ∈ IL,R} contained in Q.
Clearly, if a periodic solution contains the points (0, y0) and (0, y1), then (y0, y1) ∈
γL ∩ γR. Moreover, from (5), γL,R is an orbit of the following cubic vector field
XL,R(y0, y1) = −
(
y1WL,R(y0), y0WL,R(y1)
)
.
In the sequel, we shall study the vector fields XL,R along the curve γ for (y0, y1) ∈
int(Q). From (7), for (y0, y1) ∈ int(Q), the equation F(y0, y1) = 0 is equivalent to
equalityWL(y1)WR(y0) = WL(y0)WR(y1). Thus, substituting this last equality into
〈∇F(y0, y1),XL,R(y0, y1)〉 and using expression (7) of F we get
GL,R(y0, y1) =
〈
∇F(y0, y1),XL,R(y0, y1)
〉∣∣
(y0,y1)∈γL,R
= WL,R(y1)a
(
TLWR(y0)− TRWL(y0)
)
.
Since TLTR < 0, we conclude that sign(GL,R(y0, y1)) = sign(aTL), for every (y0, y1) ∈
γL,R. This means that the curves y1 = yL,R(y0) intersect γ in int(Q), at most once,
from R− to R+ as y0 increases. Now, since a 6= 0, the origin is a quadratic contact
point of the continuous piecewise linear system (2). Thus, one of the Poincare´ half-
maps y1 = yL,R(y0) is defined for y0 > 0 sufficiently small and can be continuously
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extended to y0 = 0 as y1 = 0 (see Remark 1 of [2]). Consequently, the graph of such
a Poincare´ half-map does not intersect the set γ. Hence, any point (y∗0 , y
∗
1) ∈ int(Q)
corresponding to an existing limit cycle is contained in R+, that is F(y∗0 , y
∗
1) 6= 0 and
sign(F(y∗0 , y
∗
1)) = sign(aTL). This implies that such a limit cycle is hyperbolic and
has its stability determined by sign(aTL), namely it is attracting (resp. repelling)
provided that aTL < 0 (resp. aTL > 0). Therefore, if a limit cycle exists, it is unique
and hyperbolic.
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